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Science and Empire

From the fall of 1894 to the spring of 1910, for sixteeri years, I was a teacher. For
two years I remained at Wilberforce; for something over a year, at the University
of Permsylvaiua; and for thirteen years at Atlanta University in Georgia. I sought
in these years to teach youth the meaning and way of the world. What did I know
about the world and how could I teach my knowledge?
The main result of my schooling had been to emphasize science and the sci
entific attitude. I got some insight into the laws of the physical world at Fisk and
in the chemical laboratory and class in geology at Harvard. I was interested in
evolution, geology, and the new psychology. I began to conceive of the world as
a continuing growth rather than a finished product. In Germany I turned still
further from religious dogma and began to grasp the idea of a world of human
beings whose actions, like those of the physical world, were subject to law. The
triumphs of the scientific world thrilled me: the X-ray and radium came during
my teaching term, the airplane and the wireless. The machine increased in tech
nical efficiency and the North and South Poles were invaded.
On the other hand the difficulties of applying scientific law and discovering
cause and effect in the sodal world were still great. Social thinkers were engaged
in vague statements and were seeking to lay down the methods by which, in
some not too distant future, social law analogous to physical law would be dis
covered. Herbert Spencer finished his ten volumes of Synthetic Philosophy in
1896. The biological analogy, the vast generalizations, were striking, but actual
scientific accomplishment lagged. For me an opportunity seemed to present itself.
I could not lull my mind to hypnosis by regarding a phrase like "consciousness of
kind" as a scientific law. But turning my gaze from fruitless world-twisting and
facing the facts of my own social situation and racial world, I determined to put
science into sociology through a study of the condition and problems of my
own group.
I was going to study the facts, any and all facts, concerning fhe American
Negro and his plight, and by measurement and comparison and research, work
up to any valid generalization which I could. I entered this primarily with the
utilitarian object of reform and uplift; but nevertheless, I wanted to do the work
with scientific accuracy. Thus, in my own sociology, because of firm belief in a
26
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changing racial group, I easily grasped the idea of a changing developing soci
ety rather than a fixed social structure.
The decade and a half in which I taught^ was riotous with happenings in the
world of social development; with economic expansion, with political control,
with racial difficulties. Above all, it was the era of empire and while I had some
equipment to deal with a scientific approach to social studies, I did not have any
clear conception or grasp of the meaning of that industrial imperialism which
was beginning to grip the world. My only approach to meanings and helpful
study there again was through my interest in race contact.
That interest began to clear my vision and interpret the whirl of events which
swept the world on. Japan was rising to national status and through the
Oiinese War and the Russian War, despite rivalry with Germany, Russia and
Great.Britain, she achieved a new and nearly equal status in the world, which
only the United States refused to recognize. But all this, I began to realize, was but
a result of the expansiqn of Etirope into Africa where a fierce fight was precipi
tated for the labor, gold, and diamonds of South Africa; for domination of the
Nile Valley; for the gold, cocoa, raw materials, and labor of West Africa; and for
the exploitation of the Belgian Congo. Europe was determined to dominate China
and all but succeeded individing it between the chief white natioris, when Japan
stopped the process. After sixteen years, stirred by the triumph of the Abyssinians
at Adowa, and pushing forward of the French in North Africa, England returned
to the Egyptian Sudan.
The> Queen's Jubilee then, I knew, was not merely a sentimental outburst; it
was a.triumph of English economic aggression aroimd the world and it aroused
the cupidity and fear of Germany who proceeded to double her navy, expand into
Asia, and consolidate her Exaropean position. Germany challenged France and
England at Algeciras, prelude to the World War. Imperieiism, despite Qeveland's
opposition, spread to America, and the Hawaiian sugar fields were annexed. The
Spanish war brought Cuban sugar imder control and annexed Puerto Rico and
the Philippines. The Panama Canal brought the Pacific nearer the Atlantic and we
protected capital investment in San Domingo and South America.
AU this might have been interpreted as history and politics. Mainly I did so
interpret it; but continually I was forced to consider the economic aspects of world
movements as they were developing at the time. Chiefly this was because the
group in which I was interested were workers, earners of wages, owners of smaU
bits of land, servants. The labor strikes interested and puzzled me. They were for
the most part strikes of workers led by organizatioris to which Negroes were not
admitted. There was the great steel strike; the railway strikes, actual and threat
ened; the tpamsters' strike in Chicago; the long strike in Leadville, Colorado. Only
in the coat strike were Negroes involved. But there was a difference. During my
school days, strikes were regarded as futile and ill-advised struggles against eco
nomic laws; and when the government intervened, it was to cow the strikers as
law-breakers. But dxrring my teaching period, the plight of the worker began to sift
through into the consciousness of ^e average citizen. Public opinion not only
allowed but forced Theodore Roosevelt to intervention in the coal strike, and the
steel strikers had widespread sympathy.
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Then there were the tariff agitations, the continual raising and shifting and
manipulation of tariff rates, always in the end for the purpose of subsidizing the
manufacturer and making the consumer pay. The political power of the great
organizations of capital in coal, oU and sugar, the extraordinary immunities of the
corporations, made the President openly attack the trusts as a kind of supergovernment and we began to see more and more clearly the outlines of economic
battle. The Supreme Court stood staimchly behind capital. It outlawed the labor
boycott, it denied the right of the states to make railway rates. It declared the
income tax unconstitutional.
With all that, and the memory of the Panic of 1873 not forgotten, came the
Panic of 1893 and the financial upheaval of 1907. Into this economic turmoil, pol
itics had to intrude. The older role of free, individual enterprise, with little or no
government interference, had to be surrendered and the whole political agitation
during these days took on a distinct economic tinge and object. The impassioned
plea of Bryan in 1896 that labor be not "crucified upon a cross of gold" coiild not
be wholly ridiculed to silence. The Populist Movement which swept over the
West and South, I began now to believe, was a third party movement of deep sig
nificance and it was kept from political power on the one hand by the established
election frauds of the South, of which I knew, and by the fabulous election, fund
which made McKinley President of the United States. With this went the diver
sion of the Spanish war with its sordid scandals of rotten beef, cheating and steal
ing, fever and death from neglect. Politics and economics thus in those days of my
teaching became but two aspects of a united body of action and effort.
I tried to isolate myself in the ivory tower of race. I wanted to exphin the diffi
culties of race and the ways in which these difficulties caused political and eco
nomic troubles. It was this concentration of thought and action and effort that
really, in the end, saved my scientific accuracy and search for truth. But first came
a period of three years when I was casting about to find a way of applying science
the race problem. In these years I was torn with excitement of quick-moving
events. Lynching, for instance, was still a continuing horror in the Uruted States at
the time of my entrance upon a teaching career. It reached a climax in1892, when
235 persons were publicly murdered, and in the sixteen years of my teaching
nearly two thousand persons were publicly killed by mobs, and not a single one
of the murderers punished. The partition, domination and exploitation of Africa
gradually centered my thought as part of my problem of race. I saw m Asia and
the West Indies the results of race discrimination while right here in America
came the wild foray of the exasperated Negro soldiers at Brownsville and the
political-economic riot At Atlanta.
One happening in America linked in my mind the race problem with the gen
eral economic development and that was the speech of Booker T. Washington in
Atlanta in 1895. When many colored papers condemned the proposition of com
promise with the white South, which Washington proposed, I wrote to the New
York Age suggesting that here might be the basis of a real settlement between
whites and blacks in the South, if the South opened to the Negroes the doors of
economic opportunity and the Negroes co-operated with the white South in
political sympathy But this offer was firustrated by the fact that between 1895
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and 1909 die whole South disfranchised its Negro voters by unfair and illegal
restrictions and passed a series of "Jim Crow" laws which made the Negro citizen
a subordinate caste.
As a possible offset to this came the endowment of the General Education
Board and the Sage Foimdation; but they did not to my mind plan clearly to attack
the Negro problem; the Sage Foundation ignored us, and the General Education
Board in its first years gave its main attention to the education of whites and to
black indlistrial schools. Finally the riot and lynching at Springfield, the birthplace
of Abraham Lincoln, one hxmdred years after his birth, soimded a knell which
in the end stopped my teaching career. This, then, was the general setting when
I returned to America for work.
Wilberforce was a small colored denominational college, married to a state
normal school. The church was too poor to run the college; the State tolerated the
normal school so as to keep Negroes out of other state schools. Consequently,
there were enormous difficulties in both church and state politics. Into this situa
tion I landed with the cane and gloves of my German student days; with my
rather inflated ideas of what a "university" ought to be and with a terrible plain
ness of speech that was continually getting me into difficulty; when, for instance,
the student leader of a prayer meeting into which 1 had wandered casually to look
local religion over, suddenly and without warning announced that "Professor Du
Bois would lead us in prayer," I simply answered, "No, he won't," and as a result
nearly lost my job. It took a great deal of explairiing to the board of bishops why
a professor in Wilberforce should not be able at all times and sundry to address
God in-extemporaneous prayer. I was saved only by the fact that my coming to
Wilberforce had been widely advertised and I was so willing to do endless work
when the work seemed to me worth doing.
My program for the day at Wilberforce looked almost as long as a week's pro
gram now. I taught Latin, Greek, German, and English, and wanted to add soci
ology. I had charge of some of the most impleasant duties of discipline and had
outside work in investigation. But I met and made many friends: Charles Young,
not long graduated from West Point, was one; Charles Burroughs, a gifted reader,
was a student in my classes; Paul Laurence Dxmbar came over from Dayton and
read to us. I had know his work but was astonished to find that he was a Negro.
And not least, I met the slender, qxoiet, and dark-eyed girl who became Mrs. Du
Bois in 1896. Her father was chef in the leading hotel of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and
her dead mother a native of Alsace.
We younger teachers had a hard team fight, and after a two years' struggle I
knew I was whipped and that it was impossible to stay at Wilberforce. It had a
fine tradition, a strategic position, and a large constituency; but its religion was
narrow dogma; its finances cramped; its policies too intertwined with intrigue
and worse; and its future in grave doubt. When, therefore, a temporary appoint
ment came from the University of Permsylvania for one year as "assistant instruc
tor" at $600,1 accepted forthwith in the fall of 1896; that year Abyssinia overthrew
Italy and England, suddenly seeing two black nations threatening her Cape to
Cairo plans, threw her army back into the Sudan and re-captured Khartoum. The
next year, the free silver controversy of Bryan and McKinley flamed.
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The two years at Wilberforce was my imeasy appreiiticeship, and with my
advent into the University of Pennsylvania, I began a more clearly planned career
which had an vmusual measure of success, but was in the end pushed aside by
forces which, if not entirely beyond my control, were yet of great weight.
The opportunity opened at the University of Pennsylvania seemed just what
1 wanted. I had offered to teach social science at Wilberforce outside of my over
loaded program, but I was not allowed. My vision was becoming clearer. The
Negro problem was in my mind a matter of systematic investigation and intel
ligent imderstanding. The world was thinking wrong about race, because it did
not know. The ultimate evil was stupidity. The cxire for it was knowledge based
on scientific investigation. At the University of Pennsylvania I ignored the piti
ful stipend. It made no difference to me that I was put down as an "assistant
instructor" and even at that, that my.name never actually got into the catalogue;
it goes without saying that I did no instructing save once to pilot a pack of idiots
through the Negro slums.
The fact was that the city of Philadelphia at that time had a theory; and that
theory was that this great, rich, and famous municipality was going to the dogs
because of the crime and venality of its Negro citizens, who lived largely cen
tered in the slum at the lower end of the seventh ward. Philadelphia wanted to
prove this by figures and I was the man to do it. Of this theory back of the plan,
I neither knew nor cared. I saw only here a chance to study an historical group
of black folk and to show exactly what their place was in the community.
I did it despite extraordinary difficulties both within and without the group.
Whites said, V^y study the obvious? Blacks said. Are we animals to be dissected
and by an xmknown Negro at that? Yet, I made a study of the Philadelphia Negro
so thorough that it has withstood the criticism of forty years. It was as complete
a scientific study and answer as could have then been given, with defective facts
and statistics, one lone worker and little money. It revealed the Negro group as a
symptom, not a cause; as a striving, palpitating group, and not an inert, sick
body of crime; as a long historic development and not a transient occurrence.
Of the methods of my research, I wrote:
"The best available methods of sociological research are at present so liable to
inaccuracies that the careful student discloses the results of individual research
with diffidence; he knows that they are liable to error from the seemingly ineradi
cable faults of the statistical method; to even greater error from the methods of
general observation; and, above all, he must ever tremble lest some personal bias,
some moral conviction or some unconscious trend of thought due to previous
training, has to a degree distorted the picture in his view. Convictions on all-great
matters of human interest one must have to a greater or less degree, and they
will enter to some extent into the most cold-blooded scientific research as a dis
turbing factor.
"Nevertheless, here are some social problems before us demanding careful
study, questions awaiting satisfactory answers. We must study, we must investi
gate, we must attempt to solve; and the utmost that the world can demand is, not
lack of human interest and moral conviction, but rather the heart-quality of fair
ness, and an earnest desire for the truth despite its possible unpleasantness."
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At the end of that study, I announced with a certain pride my plan of study
ing the complete Negro problem in the Uruted States. I spoke at the fortysecond meeting of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences in
Philadelphia, November 19,1897, and my subject was "The Study of the Negro
Problems." I began by asserting that in the development of sociological study
there was at least one positive answer which years of research and speculation
had been able to return, and that was: "The phenomena of society are worth the
most careful and systematic study, and whether or not this study may eventu
ally lead to a systematic body of knowledge deserving the name of science, it
carmot in any case fail to give the world a mass of truth worth the knowing."
I then defined-and tried to follow the development of the Negro problem not as
one problem, but "rather a plexus of social problems, some new, some old, some
simple, some complex; and these problems have their one bond of unity in the
fact that they group themselves about those Africans whom two centuries of
slave-trading brought into the land."
I insisted on the necessity of carefully studying these problems and said:
"The American Negro deserves study for the great end of advancing the cause of
science in general. No such opportunity to watch and measure the history and
development of a great race of men ever presented itself to the scholars of a mod
em nation. K they miss this opportunity—they do the work in a slip-shod, unsys
tematic manner—if they dally with the truth to humor the whims of the day, they
do far more thari hurt tiie good name of the American people; they hurt the cause
of scientific truth the world over, they volimtarily decrease human knowledge of a
universe of which we are ignorant enough, and they degrade the high end of truthseeking in a day when they need more and more to dwell upon its sanctity."

Finally I tried to lay down a plan for the study, postulating only: that the Negro
"is a member of the human race, and as one who, in the light of history and experi
ence, is capable to a degree of improvement and culture, is entitled to have his inter
ests considered according to his numbers in all conclusions as to the common weal."

Dividing the prospective scientific study of the Negro into two parts: the social
group and his peculiar social envirorunent, I proposed to study the social group by
historical investigation, statistical measurement, anthropological measurement
and sociological interpretation. Particularly with regard to anthropology I said;
"That there are differences between the white and black races is certain, but just
what those differences are is known to none with an approach to accuracy. Yet here
in America is the most remarkable opportunity ever offered of studying these dif
ferences, of noting influences of climate and physical environment, and particu
larly of stud5ring the effect of amalgamating two of the most diverse races in the
world—another subject which rests under a cloud of ignorance."

In concluding, I said;
"It is to the credit of the University of Pennsylvania that she has been the first to rec
ognize her duty in this respect and in so far as restricted means and opportunity
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allowed, has attempted to study the Negro problems in a single definite locality.
This work needs to be extended to other groups, and carried out with larger system>and here it would seem is the opportunity of the Southern Negro college. We
hear much of higher Negro education, and yet all candid people know there does
not exist today in the center of Negro population a single first-class fully equipped
institution, devoted to the higher education of Negroes; not more than three Negro
institutions in the South deserve the name of 'college' at all; and yet what is a
Negro college but a vast college Settlement for the study of a particular set of pecu
liarly baffling problems? What more effective or suitable agency could be found in
which to focus the scientific efforts of the great uriiversities of the North and East,
than an institution situated in the very heart of these social problems, and made
the center of careful historical and statistical research? Without doubt the first
effective step toward the solving of the Negro question will be the endowment of
a Negro college which is not merely a, teaching body, but a center of sociological
research, in close connection and co-operation with Harvard, Colxmibia, Johns
Hopkins, and the University of Pennsylvcinia.
"Finally the necessity must again be emphasized of keeping clearly before stu
dents the object of all scierice, amid the turmoil and intense feeling that clouds the
discussion of a burning sodal question. We live in a day when in spite of the bril
liant accomplishments of a remarkable century, there is current much flippant crit
icism of scientific work; when the truth-seeker is too often pictured as devoid of
human sympathy, and careless of human ideeds. We are still prone in spite of all
our culture to sneer at the heroism of the laboratory while we cheer the swagger of
the street broil. At such times true lovers of humanity can only hold higher the
pure ideals of science, and continue to insist that if we would solve a problem we
must study it, and there is but one coward on earth, and that is the coward that
dare not know."

I had, at this time, already been approached by President Horace Bnmstead of
Atlanta University and asked to come there and take charge of the work in soci
ology, and of the new coriferences which they were inaugurating on the Negro
problem. With this program in mind, I eagerly accepted the invitation, although
at the last moment there came a curious remiruscence of Wilberforce in a little
hitch based on that old matter of extemporaneous public prayer. Dr. Bumstead
and I compromised on my promise to use the Episcopal prayer book; later I used
to add certain prayers of my own composing. I am notsure that they were ortho
dox or reached heaven, but they certainly reached my audience.
Without thought or consiiltation I rather peremptorily changed the plans of
the first two Atlanta Conferences. They had been conceived as conferences lim
ited to city problems, contrasting with the increasingly popular conferences on
rural problems held at Tuskegee. But I was not thinking of mere conferences. I
was thinking of a comprehensive plan for studying a human group and if I could
have carried it out as completel}'^ as I conceived it, the American Negro would
have contributed to the development of social science in this coimtry an tmforgettable body of work.
Annually our reports carried this statement of aims: "This study is a further
carrying out of a plan of social study by means of recurring decennial inquiries
into the same general set of human problems. The object of these studies is
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primarily scientific—a careful search for truth conducted as thoroughly, broadly,
and honestly as the material resources and mental equipment at command will
allow; but this is not our sole object; we wish not only to make the Truth clear but
to present it in such shape as will encourage and help sodal reform. Our finandal
resources are imfortunately meager: Atlanta University is primarily a school and
most of its funds and energy go to teaching. It is, however, also a seat of learning
and as such it has endeavored to advance knowledge, particularly in matters of
radal contact and development which seemed obviously its nearest field. In this
work it has received unusual encouragement from the scientific world, and the
published results of these studies are used in America, Europe, Asia, and Africa."
Social scientists were then still thinking in terms of theory and vast and eter
nal laws, but I had a concrete group of living beings artificially set off by them
selves and capable of almost laboratory experiment. I laid down an ambitious
program for a hxmdred years of study. I proposed to take up armually in each
decade the main aspects of the group life of Negroes with as thorough study
and measurement as possible, and repeat the same program in the succeeding
decade with additions, changes and better methods. In this way, I proposed
gradually to broaden and intensify the study, sharpen the tools of investigation
and perfect our methods of work, so that we would have an increasing body of
scientifically ascertained fact, instead of the vague mass of the so-called Negro
problems. And through this laboratory experiment I hoped to make the laws of
social living clearer, surer, and more definite.
Some of this was accomplished, but of course only an approximation of the
idea. For thirteen years we poured forth a series of studies; limited, incomplete,
only partially conclusive, and yet so much better done than any other attempt of
the sort in the nation that they gained attention throughout the world. We stud
ied during the first decade Negro mortality, iirbanization, the effort of Negroes
for their own social betterment, Negroes in business, college-bred Negroes, the
Negro common school, the Negro artisan, the Negro church, and Negro crime.
We ended the decade by a general review of the methods and results of this ten
year study and a bibliography of the Negro. Taking new breath in 19061 planned
a more logical division of subjects but was not able to carry it out quite as I
wished, because of lack of fxmds. We took up health and physique of American
Negroes, economic co-operation and the Negro American family. We made a sec
ond study of the efforts for social betterment, the coUege-bred Negro, the Negro
common school, the Negro artisan, and added a study of morals and maimers
among Negroes instead of further study of the chtirch. In all we published a total
of 2,172 pages which formed a current encyclopaedia on the American Negro
problems.
These studies with all their imperfections were widely distributed in the
libraries of the world and used by scholars. It may be said without undue boast
ing that between 1896 and 1920 there was no study of the race problem in
America made which did not depend in some degree upon the investigations
made at Atlanta University; often they were widely quoted and commended.
It must be remembered that the significance of these studies lay not so much
in what they were actually able to accomplish, as in the fact that at the time of
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their pubhcation Atlanta University was the only institution in the world carry
ing on a systematic study of the Negro and his development, and putting the
result in a form available for the scholars of the world.
In addition to the publications, we did something toward bringing together
annually at Atlanta University persons and authorities interested in the problems
of the South. Among these were Booker T. Washington, Frank Sanborn, Franz
Boas, Jane Addams and Walter Wilcox. We were asked from time to time to
co-operate in current studies. I wrote a number of studies for the Bureau of Labor
in Washington. I co-operated in the taking of the Twelfth Census and wrote one of
the monographs. I not only published the Atlanta Conference reports, but wrote
magazine articles in the WorM's IVorfc and in the Atlantic Monthly where I joined in
a symposixun and one of my fellow contributors was Woodrow V\^son. At the
same time I joined with the Negro leaders of Georgia in efforts to better local con
ditions; to stop discrimination in the distribution of school funds; to keep the leg
islature from making further discriminations in railway travel. 1 prepared an
exhibit showing the condition of the Negro for the Paris Exposition which gained
a Grand Prize. I became a member of the American Association for the Advance
ment of Science in 1900 and was made a fellow in 1904.
I testified before Congressional Commissions in Washington and appeared on
the lecture platform with Walter Page, afterwards war ambassador to England;
I did a considerable amotmt of lecturing throughout the United States. I had
wide correspondence with men of prominence in America and Europe; Lyman
Abbott of the Outlook;-E. D. Morel, the English expert on Africa; Max Weber of
Heidelberg; Professor Wilcox of Cornell; Bliss Perry of the Atlantic Monthly;
Horace Traubel, the great protagonist for Walt Whitman; Charles Eliot Norton
and Talcott Williams. I began to be regarded by many groups and audiences as
having definite information on the Negro to which they might listen with profit.
At the very time when my studies were most successful, there cut across this
plan which I had as a scientist, a red ray which could not be ignored. I remember
when it first, as it were, startled me to my feet; a poor Negro in central Georgia,
Sam Hose, had killed his landlord's wife. I wrote out a careful and reasoned state
ment concerning the evident facts and started down to the Atlanta Constitution
office, carrying in my pocket a letter of"introduction to Joel Chandler Hams. I did
not get there. On the way news met me; Sam Hose had been lynched, and they
said that his knuckles were on exhibition at a grocery store farther down on
Mitchell Street, along which I was walking. I turned back to the University. I began
to turn aside from my work. I did not meet Joel Chandler Harris nor the editor of
the Constitution.
Two considerations thereafter broke in upon my work and eventually dis
rupted it; first, one could not be a calm, cool, and detached scientist while Negroes
were lynched, murdered and starved; and secondly, there was no such definite
demand-for scientific work of the sort that I was doing, as I had confidently
assumed would be easily forth-coming. I regarded it as axiomatic that the world
wanted to learn the truth and if the truth was sought with even approximate accu
racy and painstaking devotion, the world would gladly support the effort. This
was, of course, but a young man's idealism, not by any means false, but also never
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xmiversally true. The work of the conference for thirteen years including my own
salary and small office force did not average five thousand dollars a year. Probably
with some effort and sacrifice Atlanta University might have continued to raise
this amoimt if it had not been for the controversy with Booker T. Washington that
arose in1903 and increased in virulence imtil 1908.
There were, of course, other considerations which made Atlanta University vul
nerable to attack at this time. The university from the beginning had taken a strong
and unbending attitude toward Negro prejudice and discrimination; white teach
ers and black students ate together in the same dining room and lived in the same
dormitories. The charter of the institution opened the doors of Atlanta University
to any student who applied, of any race or color; and when the state in 1887
objected to the presence of a few white students, all children of teachers and pro
fessors, the institution gave up the small appropriation from the State rather than
repudiate its principles. In fact, this appropriation represented not State funds, but
the Negroes' share of the svun received from the Federal government for educa
tion. When later there came an attempt on the part of the Southern Education
Board and afterwards of the General Education Board to form a working program
between educated Negroes and forward-looking whites in the South, it gradually
became an understood principle of action that colored teachers should be encour
aged in colored schools; that the races in the schools should be separated socially;
that colored schools should be chiefly industrial; and that every effort should be
made to conciliate Southern white public opinion. Schools which were success
fully carrying out this program could look for further help from organized philan
thropy. Other schools, and this included Atlanta University, could not.
Even this wotdd not necessarily have excluded Atlanta University from consid
eration at the hands of the philan^opists. The imiversity had done and was doing
excellent and thorough work. Even industrial training in the South was often in the
hands of Atlanta graduates. Tuskegee had always been largely manned by gradu
ates of Atlanta and some of the best school systems of the South were directed by
persons trained at Atlanta University. The college department was recognized as
perhaps the largest and best in the South at the time. But imfortunately, at this time,
there came a controversy between myself and Booker Washington, which became
more personal and bitter than I had ever dreamed and which necessarily dragged
in the University.
It was no controversy of my seeking; quite the contrary. 1 was in my imagina
tion a scientist, and neither a leader nor an agitator; I had nothing but the greatest
admiration for Mr. Washington and Tuskegee, and I had applied at both Tuskegee
and Hampton for work. If Mr. Washington's telegram had reached me before the
Wilberforce bid, I should have doubtless gone to Tuskegee. Certainly I knew no
less about mathematics than I did about Latin and Greek.
Since the controversy between myself and Mr. Washington has become historic,
it deserves more careful statement than it has had hitherto, both as to the matters
and the motives involved. There was first of all the ideological controversy
1 believed in the higher education of a Talented Tenth who through their knowl
edge of modem culture could guide the American Negro into a higher civilization.
I knew that without this the Negro would have to accept white leadership, and
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that such leadership could not always be trusted to guide this group into selfrealization and to its highest cultural possibilities. Mr. Washington, on the other
hand, believed that the Negro as an efficient worker could gain wealth and that
eventually through his ownership of capital he woxild be able to achieve a recog
nized place in American culture and could then educate his children as he might
wish and develop his possibilities. For this reason he proposed to put the empha
sis at present upon training in the skilled trades and encouragement in industry
and common labor.
These two theories of Negro progress were not absolutely contradictory. I rec
ognized the importance of the Negro gaining a foothold in trades and his encour
agement in industry and common labor. Mr. Washington was not absolutely
opposed to college training, and sent his own children to college. But he did mini
mize its importance, and discouraged the philanthropic support of higher educa
tion; while I openly and repeatedly criticized what seemed to me the poor work
and small accomplishment of the Negro industrial school. Moreover, it was char
acteristic of the Washington statesmanship that whatever he or anybody believed
or wanted must be subordinated to dominant pubUc opinion and that opinion
deferred to and cajoled xmtil it allowed a deviation toward better ways. This is no
new thing in the world, but it is always dangerous.
But beyond this difference of ideal lay another and more bitter and insistent
controversy. This started with the rise at Tuskegee Institute, and centering arotmd
Booker T. Washington, of what I may call the Tuskegee Machine. Of its existence
and work, little has ever been said and almost nothing written. The years from
1899 to 1905 marked the culmination of the career of Booker T. Washington. In
1899 Mr. Washington, Paxil Laurence Dunbar, and myself spoke on the same
platform at the Hollis Street Theatre, Boston, before a distinguished audience.
Mr. Washington was not at his best and friends immediately raised a fund which
sent him to Europe for a three months' rest. He was received with extraordinary
honors: he had tea with the aged Queen Victoria, but two years before her death;
he was entertained by two dukes and other members of the aristocracy; he met
James Bryce and Henry M. Stanley; he was received at the Peace Conference at
The Hague and was greeted by many distinguished Americans, like ex-President
Harrison, Archbishop Ireland and two justices of the Supreme Court. Only a few
years before he had received an honorary degree from Harvard; in 1901, he
received a LL.D. from Dartmouth and that same year he dined with President
Roosevelt to the consternation of the white South.
Returning to America he became during the administrations of Theodore
Roosevelt and WiUiam Taft, from 1901 to 1912, the political referee in all Federal
appointments or action taken with reference to the Negro and in many regard
ing the white South. In1903 Andrew Carnegie made the future of Tuskegee cer
tain by a gift of $600,000. There was no question of Booker T. Washington's
undisputed leadership of the ten million Negroes in America, a leadership rec
ognized gladly by the whites and conceded by most of the Negroes.
But there were discrepancies and paradoxes in this leadership. It did not seem
fair, for instance, that on the one hand Mr. Washington should decry political
activities among Negroes, and on the other hand dictate Negro political objectives
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from Tuskegee. At a time when Negro civil rights called for organized and aggres
sive defense, he broke down that defense by advising acquiescence or at least no
open agitation. During the period when laws disfranchising the Negro were
being passed in all the Southern states, between 1890 and 1909, and when these
were being supplemented by "Jim Crow" travel laws and other enactments
making color caste legal, his public speeches, while they did not entirely ignore
this development, tended continually to excuse it, to emphasize the shortcom
ings of the Negro, and were interpreted widely as putting the chief onus for his
condition upon the Negro himself.
All this naturally aroused increasing opposition among Negroes and espe
cially among the yoimger classes of educated Negroes, who were beginning to
emerge here and there, especially from Northern institutions. This opposition
began to become vocal in 1901 when two men, Monroe Trotter, Harvard1895, and
George Forbes, Amherst 1895, began the publication of the Boston Guardian. The
Guardian was bitter, satirical, and personal; but it was well-edited, it was earnest,
and it published facts. It attracted wide attention among colored people; it circu
lated among them all over the coimtry; it was quoted and discussed. I did not
wholly agree with the Guardian, and indeed only a few Negroes did, but nearly all
read it and were influenced by it.
This beginning of organized opposition, together with other events, led to
the growth at Tuskegee of what I have called the Tuskegee Machine. It arose
first quite naturally. Not only did presidents of the United States consult Booker
Washington, but governors and congressmen; philanthropists conferred with
him, scholars wrote to him. Tuskegee became a vast information bureau and cen
ter of advice. It was not merely passive in these matters but, guided by a young
unobtrusive minor official who was also intelligent, suave and far-seeing, active
efforts were made to concentrate influence at Tuskegee. After a time almost no
Negro institution could collect funds without the recommendation or acquies
cence of Mr. Washington. Few political appointments were made anywhere in
the United States without his consent. Even the careers of rising young colored
men were very often determined by his advice and certainly his opposition was
fatal. How much Mr. Washington knew of this work of the Tuskegee Machine
and was directly responsible, one cannot say, but of its general activity and
scope he must have been aware.
Moreover, it must not be forgotten that this Tuskegee Machine was not solely
the idea and activity of black folk at Tuskegee. It was largely encouraged and
given financial aid through certain white groups and individuals in the North.
This Northern group had clear objectives. They were capitalists and employers
and yet in most cases sons, relatives, or friends of the abolitionists who had sent
teachers into the new Negro South after the war. These younger men believed
that the Negro problem could not remain a matter of philanthropy. It must be a
matter of business. These Negroes were not to be encouraged as voters in the
new democracy, nor were they to be left at the mercy of the reactionary South.
They were good laborers and they might be better. They could become a strong
labor force and properly guided they would restrain the unbridled demands of
white labor, bom of the Northem labor unions and now spreading to the South.
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One danger must be avoided and that was to allow the silly idealism of
Negroes, half-trained in Southern missionary "colleges," to mislead the mass of
laborers and keep them stirred-up by ambitions incapable of realization. To this
school of thought, the philosophy of Booker Washington came as a godsend and
it proposed by building up his prestige and power to control the Negro group.
The control was to be drastic. The Negro intelligentsia was to be suppressed and
hammered into conformity. The process involved some cruelty and disappoint
ment, but that was inevitable. This was the real force back of the Tuskegee
Machine. It had money and it had opportunity, and it foimd in Tuskegee tools to
do its bidding.
There were some rather pitiful results in thwarted ambition and curtailed
opporturuty. I remember one case which always stands in my memory as typi
cal. There was a young colored man, one of the most beautiful human beings I
have ever seen, with smooth brown skin, velvet eyes of intelligence, and raven
hair. He was educated and well-to-do. He proposed to use his father's Alabama
farm and fortune to build a Negro town and independent economic imit in the
South. He furnished a part of the capital but soon needed more and he came
North to get it. He struggled for,more than a decade; philanthropists and capi
talists were fascinated by his personality and story; and when, according to cur
rent custom, they appealed to Tuskegee for confirmation, there was silence.
Mr. Washington would not say a word in favor of the project. He"Simply kept still.
Will Benson struggled on with ups and downs, but always balked by a whis
pering gallery of suspicion, because his plan was never endorsed by Tuskegee.
In the midst of what seemed to us who looked on the begirmings of certain suc
cess, Benson died of overwork, worry, and a broken heart.
From facts like this, one may gauge the bitterness of the fight of yoimg Negroes
against Mr. Washington and Tuskegee. Contrary to most opinion, the controversy
as it developed was not entirely against Mr. Washington's ideas, but became the
insistence upon the right of other Negroes to have and express their ideas. Things
came to such a pass that when any Negro complained or advocated a course of
action, he was silenced with the remark that Mr. Washington did not agree with
this. Naturally the bumptious, irritated, yoxmg black iilteUigentsia of the day
declared, "I don't care a damn what Booker Washington thinks! This is what I
think, and I have a right to think."
It was this point, and not merely disagreement with Mr. Washington's plans,
that brought eventually violent outbreak. It was more than opposition to a pro
gram of education. It was opposition to a system and that system was part of the
economic development of the United States at the time. The fight cut deep: it went
into social relations; it divided friends; it made bitter enemies. I can remember that
years later, when I went to live in New York and was once invited to a social gath
ering among Brooklyn colored people, one of the most prominent Negroes of the
city refused to be present because of my former attitude toward Mr. Washington.
When the Guardian began to increase in influence, determined effort was made
to buUd up a Negro press for Tuskegee. Already Tuskegee filled the horizon so
far as national magazines and the great newspapers were concerned. In 1901
the Outlook, then the leading weekly, chose two distinguished Americans for
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autobiographies. Mr. Washington's "Up from Slavery" was so popular that it was
soon published and circulated all over the earth. Thereafter, every magazine editor
sought articles with his signature and publishing houses continued to ask for
books. Antimber of talented "ghost writers," black and white, took service under
Tuskegee, and books and articles poured out of the institution. An annual letter
"To My People" went out from Tuskegee to the press. Tuskegee became the capital
of theNegro riation. Negro newspapers were influenced and finally the oldest and
largest was bought by white friends of Tiiskegee. Most of the other papers foxmd
it to their advantage certainly not to oppose Mr. Washington, even if they did not
wholly agree with him. Negroes who sought high positions groveled for his favor.
I was greatly disturbed at this time, not because I was in absolute opposition
to the things that Mr. Washington was advocating, but because I was strongly in
favor of more open agitation against wrongs and above all I resented the prac
tical buying up of the Negro press and choking off of even mild and reasonable
opposition to Mr. Washington in both the Negro press and the white.
Then, too, during these years there came a series of influences that were
brought to bear upon me personally, which increased my discomfort and resent
ment. I had tried to keep in touch with Hampton and Tuskegee, for I regarded
them as great institutioris. I attended the conferences which for a long time were
held at Hampton, and at one of them I was approached by a'committee. It con
sisted of Walter Hines Page, editor of the Atlantic Monthly; William McVickar,
Episcopal bishop of Rhode Island; and Dr. Frissel, principal of Hampton. They
asked me about the possibilities of my editing a periodical to be published at
Hampton. I told them of my dreams and plans, and afterwards wrote them in
detail. But one qxiery came by mail: that was concerning the editorial direction.
I replied finnly that editorial decisions were to be in my hands, if I edited the
magazine. This was undiplomatic and too sweeping; and yet, it brought to head
the one real matter in controversy: would such a magazine be dominated by and
subservient to the Tuskegee philosophy, or would it have freedom of thought and
discussion? Perhaps if I had been more experienced, the question could have
been discussed and some reasonable outcome obtained; but I doubt it. I think any
such magazine laimched at the time would have been seriously curtailed in its
freedom of speech. At any rate, the project was dropped.
Beginning in1902 considerable pressure was put upon me to give up my work
at Atlanta University and go to Tuskegee. There again I was not at first adverse in
principle to Tuskegee, except that1 wanted to continue what I had begim and if my
work was worth support, it was worth support at Atlanta University. Moreover, I
was imable to be assured that my studies would be continued at Tuskegee, and
that I would not sink to the level of a "ghost writer." I remember a letter camefrom
Wallace Buttrick late in 1902, asking that I attend a private conference in New York
with Felix Adler, William H. Baldwin, Jr., George Foster Peabody, and Robert
Ogden. The object of the conference was ostensibly the condition of the Negro in
New York Qty. I went to the conference and Idid not like it. Most of the more dis
tinguished persons named were not present. The conference itself amounted to littie, but I was whisked over to William H. Baldwin's beautiful Long Island home
and there what seemed to me to be the real object of my coming was disclosed.
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Mr. Baldwin was at that time president of the Long Island Railroad and slated to
be president of the Permsylvania. He was the rising industrial leader of America;
also he was a prime mover of the Tuskegee board of trustees. Both he and his wife
insisted that my place was at Tuskegee; that Tuskegee was not yet a good school,
and needed the kind of development that I had been trained to promote.
This was followed by two interviews with Mr. Washington himself. I was
elated at the opportunity and we met twice in New York City. The results to me
were disappointing. Booker T. Washington was not an easy person to know. He
was wary and silent. He never expressed himself frankly or clearly until he
knew exactly to whom he was talking and just what their wishes and desires
were. He did not know me, and I think he was suspicious. On the other hand,
I was quick, fast-speaking and voluble. 1 found at the end of the first interview
that I had done practically all the talking and that no clear and definite offer
or explanation of my proposed work at Tuskegee had been made. In fact,
Mr. Washington had said about as near nothing as was possible.
The next interview did not go so weU because 1 myself said little. Finally, we
resorted to correspondence. Even then I cotild get no clear imderstanding of just
what I was going to do at Tuskegee if I went I was given to understand that the
salary and accommodations would be satisfactory. In fact, I was invited to name
my price. Later in the year I went to Bar Harbor for a series of speeches in behalf of
Atlanta University, and while there met Jacob Schitf, the Schieffelins and Merriam
of Webster's dictionary. I had dinner with the Schieffelins and again was urged to
go to Tuskegee.
Early in the next year I received an invitation to join Mr. Washington and cer
tain prominent white and colored friends in a conference to be held in New York.
The conference was designed to talk over a common program for the American
Negro and evidently it was hoped that the growing division of opinion and oppo
sition to Mr. Washington within the ranks of Negroes would thus be overcome.
I was enthusiastic over the idea. It seemed to me just what was needed to clear
the air.
There was difficulty, however, in deciding what persons ought to be invited to
the conference, how far it should include Mr. Washington's extreme opponents,
or how far it should be composed principally of his friends. There ensued a long
delay and during this time it seemed to me that I ought to make my own position
clearer than I had hitherto. I was increasingly uncomfortable under the state
ments of Mr. Washington's position: his depreciation of the value of the vote; his
evident dislike of Negro colleges; and his general attitude which seemed to place
the onus of blame for the status of Negroes upon the Negroes themselves rather
than upon the whites. And above all, I resented the Tuskegee Machine.
I had been asked sometime before by A. C. McClurg and Company of
Chicago if I did not have some material for a book; I planned a social study
which should be perhaps a summing up of the work of the Atlanta Conferences,
or at any rate, a scientific investigation. They asked, however, if I did not have
some essays that they might put together and issue immediately, mentioning
my articles in the Atlantic Monthly and other places. I demurred because books
of essays almost always fall so flat. Nevertheless, I got together a number of my
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fugitive pieces. I then added a chapter, "Of Mr. Booker T. Washington and Others,
in which I sought to make a frank evaluation of Booker T. Washington. I left out
the more controversial matter: the bitter resentinent which young Negroes felt
at the continued and increasing activity of the Tuskegee Machine. I concen
trated my thought and argument on Mr. Washington's general philosophy As I
read that statement now, a generation later, I am satisfied with it. I see no word
that 1 would change. The "Souls of Black Folk" was published in 1903 and is still
My book settled pretty definitely any further question of my going to Tuskegee
as an employee. But it also drew pretty hard and fast lines about my futoe career.
Meantime, the matter of the conference in New York dragged on until finally in
October, 1903, a circular letter was sent out setting January, 1904, as the date of
meeting. The conference took place accordingly in Carnegie Hall, New York.
About fifty persons were present, most of them colored and including many
well-known persons. There was considerable plain speaking but tiie whole pur
pose of the conference seemed revealed by the invited guests and the tone of their
message. Several white persons of high distinction came to speak to us, includirig
Andrew Carnegie and Lyman Abboti:. Their words were lyric, almost fulsome in
praise of Mr. Washington and his work, and in support of his ideas. Even if all
they said had been true, it was a wrong note to strike in a conference of concilia
tion. The conferences ended with two speeches by Mr. Washington and myself,
and the appointment of a Committee of Twelve in which we were also included.
The Committee of Twelve which was thus instituted was tmable to do any
effective work as a steering committee for the Negro race in America. First of all,
it was financed, through Mr. Washington, probably by Mr. Carnegie. This put
effective control of the committee in Mr. Washington's hands. It was organized
during my absence and laid down a plan of work which seemed to me of some
value but of no lasting importance and having little to do with the larger ques
tions and issues. I, therefore, soon resigned so as not to be responsible for work
and pronouncements over which I would have little mfluence. My friends and
others accused me of refusing to play the game after I had assented to a pro
gram of cooperation. I still think, however, that my action was wise.
Meantime, the task of raising money for Atianta Uruversity and my work
became increasingly difficult. In the fall of 1904 the printing of our conference
report was postponed by the trustees until special funds could be secured. I did
not at the time see the handwriting on the wall. I did not realize how strong the
forces were back of Tuskegee and how they might interfere with my scientific
study of the Negro. My continuing thought was that we must have a vehicle for
both opinion and fact which would help me carry on my scientific work and at
the same time be a forum less radical than the Guardian, and yet more rational
than the rank and file of Negro papers now so largely arrayed with Tuskegee.
With this in mind, as early as 1904,1 helped one of the Atlanta Umversity grad
uates, who was a good printer, to set up a job office in Memphis.
In 1905 I wrote to Jacob Schiff, reminding him of having met him in Bar
Harbor in 1903: "I want to lay before you a plan which I have and ask you if it
is of sufficient interest to you for you to be willing to hear more of it and possibly
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to assist in its realization. The Negro race in America is today in a critical con
dition. Only united concerted effort will save us from being crushed. This xmion
must come as a matter of education and long continued effort. To this end there
is needed a high class of joiimal to circulate among the intelligent Negroes, tell
them of the deeds of themselves and their neighbors, interpret the news of the
world to them, and inspire them toward definite ideals. Now we have many
small weekly papers and one or two monthlies, and none of them fill the great
need I have outlined. I want to establish, therefore, for the nine million American
Negroes and eventually for the whole Negro world, a monthly journal. To this
end I have already in Memphis a printing establishment which has been nmning successfully at job work a year under a competent printer—self-sacrificing
educated young man. Together we shall have about $2,000 invested in this plant
by April 15."
Mr. Schiff wrote back courteously, saying: "Your plans to establish a high class
journal to circulate among the intelligent Negroes is in itself interesting, and on
its face has my sympathy. But before I could decide whether I can become of
advantage in carrying your plans into effect, I would wish to advise with men
whose opinion in such a matter I consider of much value." Nothing ever came of
this, because, as I might have known, most of Mr. Schiff's friends were strong
and sincere advocates of Tuskegee.
It was with difficulty that I came fully to realize the situation that was thus
developing: first of all, I could not persuade myself that my program of solving
the Negro problem by scientific investigation was wrong, or that it could possi
bly fail of eventual support when once it was xmdertaken; that it was under
stood in widening circles of readers and thirikers, I was convinced, because of
the reception accorded the Atlanta Uruversity Studies. When, however, in spite
of that, the revenue of the University continued to fall off, and no special sup
port came for my particular part of its work, I tried several times by personal
effort to see if funds could not be raised.
In 19061 made two appeals: first and boldly, I outlined the work of the Atlanta
Conference to Andrew Carnegie, reminding him that I had been presented to
him and Carl Schurz some years before. I hoped that despite his deep friendship
for Mr. Washington and the Tuskegee idea, he would see the use and value of my
efforts at Atlanta. The response was indirect. At the time a white Mississippi
planter, Alfred W. Stone, was popular in the North. He had grave doubts about
the future of the Negro race, widely criticized black labor, and once tried to sub
stitute Italians on his own plantations, imtil they became too handy with the
knife. To his direction, Mr. Carnegie and others entrusted a fund for certain stud
ies among Negroes. Why they selected him and neglected an established center
like Atlanta University, I carmot imagine; but at any rate.Stone turned to me and
offered to give the University a thousand dollars to help finance a special study
of the history of economic co-operation among Negroes. I had planned that year,
1907, to study the Negro in politics, but here was needed support and I turned
aside and made the study asked for.
About the same time, I approached the United States Commissioner of Labor.
For several yearsI had been able to do now and then certain small studies for the
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Bureau of Labor, which had been accepted and paid for. It began with a proposal
to Carroll D. Wright for a study of the Negro in a Virginia town in 1898, which
Mr. Wright authorized me to make on my own responsibility, promising only to
print it if he liked it. He did like it. This was followed by a study of the Negro in
the Black Belt in 1899 and among Negroes in Georgia in 1901, and I now
approached the Bureau with a new proposal.
I asked United States Commissioner of Labor NeiU, in1906, to authorize a study
of a Black Belt community. I wanted to take Lownes Covmty, Alabama, in a former
slave state with a large majority of Negroes, and make a social and economic study
from the earliest times where documents were available, down to the present; sup
plemented by studies of official records and a house to house canvas. I plied
Commissioner Neill with plans and specifications tmtil at last he authorized the
study. Helped by Monroe Work, now at Tuskegee Institute, and R. R. Wright, now
a bishop of the A. M.- E. Church, and a dozen or more local employees, I settled at
the Calhotm School and began the study.
It was carried on with all sorts of difficulties, including financing which was
finally arranged by loans from the University, and with the greeting of some of
my agents with shotgtms in certain parts of the county; but it was eventually
finished. The difficult schedules were tabulated and I made chronological maps
of the division of the land; 1 considered the distribution of labor; the relation of
landlord and tenant; the political organization and the family life and distribu
tion of the poptdation. The report went to Washington and I spent some weeks
there in person, revising and perfecting it. It was accepted by the government,
and $2,000 paid for it, most of which went back to the University in repayment
of funds which they had kindly furnished me to carry on the work. But the
study was not published. I knew the symptoms of this sort of treatment: in1898,
S. S. McCliu'e had sent me to south Georgia to make a study of social situations
there. He paid for the report but never published the manuscript and afterward
did the same thing in the case of Sir Harry Johnston.
I finally approached the bureau and tried to find out when it would be pub
lished and was told that the bureau had decided not to publish the manuscript,
since it "touched on political matters." I was astonished and disappointed, but
after a year went back to them again and asked if they would allow me to have
the manuscript published since they were not going to use it. They told me it had
been destroyed. And while I was down in Lownes County finishing this study,
there came the news of the Atlanta riot. I took the next train for Atlanta and my
family. On the way, 1 wrote the "Litany of Atlanta."
By this time I was pretty thoroughly disillusioned. It did not seem possible
for me to occupy middle ground and try to appease the Guardian on the one
hand and the Hampton-Tuskegee idea on the other. I began to feel the strength
and implacability of the Tuskegee Machine; the Negro newspapers were defi
nitely showing their reaction and publishing jibes and innuendoes at my expense.
Filled with increasing indignation, I published in the Guardian a statement con
cerning the venality of certain Negro papers which I charged had sold out to
Mr. Washington. It was a charge difficult of factual proof without an expenditxire
of time and funds not at my disposal. I was really at last openly tilting against
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the Tuskegee Machine and its methods. These methods have become common
enough in our day for all sorts of purposes: the distribution of advertising and
favors, the sending out of special correspondence, veiled and open attacks upon
recalcitrants, the narrowing of opporturuties for employment and promotion.
All this is a common method of procedure today, but in 1904 it seemed to me
monstrous and dishonest, and I resented it. On the other hand, the public
expression of this resentment greatly exercised and annoyed Mr. Washington's
friends. Some knew little about these activities at Tuskegee; others knew and
approved. The New York Evening Post challenged me to present proof .of my
extraordinary statements and refused to regard my answer as sufficient, which
was of course true.
Then came a new and surprising turn to the whole situation which in the end
quite changed my life. In the early summer of 1905, Mr. Washington went to
Boston and arranged to speak in a colored church to colored people—a thing
which he did not often do in the North. Trotter and Forbes, editors of the Guardian,
determined to heckle him and make him answer publicly certain questions with
regard to his attitude toward voting and education. William H. Lewis, a colored
lawyer whom I myself had introduced to Mr. Washington, had charge of the
meeting, and the result was a disturbance magnified by the newspapers into a
riot, which resulted in the arrest of Mr. Trotter. Eventually he served a term in jail.
With this incident I had no direct connection whatsoever. I did not know
beforehand of .the meeting in Boston, nor of the projected plan to heckle
Mr. Washington. But when Trotter went to jail, my indignation overflowed.
I did not always agree with Trotter then or later. But he was an honest, brilliant,
unselfish man, and to treat as a crime that which was at worst mistaken judg
ment was an outrage. I sent out from Atlanta in June, 1905, a call to a few
selected persons "for organized determination and aggressive action on the
part of men who believe in Negro freedom and growth." I proposed a confer
ence during the summer "to oppose firmly present methods of strangling hon
est criticism; to organize intelligent and honest Negroes; and to support organs
of news and public opinion."
Fifty-nine colored men from seventeen different states signed a call for a
meeting near Buffalo, New York, during the week of July 9, 1905. I went to
Bviffalo and hired a little hotel on the Canada side of the river at Fort Erie, and
waited for the men to attend the meeting. If sufficient men had not come to pay
for the hotel, 1 should certainly have been in bankruptcy and perhaps in jail; but
as a matter of fact, twenty-nine men, representing fourteen states, came. The
"Niagara Movement" was organized January 31,1906, and was incorporated in
the District of Columbia.
Its particular business and objects are to advocate and promote the following
principles;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Freedom of speech and criticism.
Unfettered and unsubsidized press.
Manhood suffrage.
The abolition of all caste distinctions based simply on race and color.
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5. The recognition of the principles of human brotherhood as a practical
present creed.
6. The recognition of the highest and best human training as the monopoly
of no class or race.
7. A belief in the dignity of labor.
8. United effort to realize these ideals vmder wise and coiurageous leadership.
The Niagara Movement raised a furor of the most disconcerting criticism. I was
accused of acting from motives of envy of a great leader and being ashamed of the
fact that I was a member of the Negro race. The leading weekly of the land, the
New York Outlook, pilloried me with scathing articles. But the movement went on.
The next year;1906, instead of meeting in secret, we met openly at Harper's Ferry,
the scene of John Brown's raid, and had in significance if not nvmibers one of the
greatest meetings that American Negroes have ever held. We made pilgrimage at
dawn bare-footed to the scene of Brown's martjo'dom and we talked some of the
plainest English that has been given voice to by black men in America. The resolu
tions which I wrote expressed with tumult of emotion my creed of 1905:
"The men of the Niagara Movement, coming from the toil of the year's hard
work, and pausing a moment from the earning of their daily bread, turn toward
the nation and again ask in the name of ten million the privilege of a hearing. In
the past year the work of the Negro hater has flourished in the land. Step by
step the defenders of the rights of American citizens have retreated. The work
of stealing the black man's ballot has progressed and the fifty and more repre
sentatives of stolen votes still sit in the nation's capital. Discrimination in travel
and public accommodation has so spread that some of our weaker brethren are
actually afraid to thimder against color discrimination as such and are simply
whispering for ordinary decencies.
"Against this the Niagara Movement eternally protests. We will not be satisfied
to take one jot or tittle less than our full manhood rights. We claim for oxirselves
every single right that belongs to a freebom American, political, dvU, and sodal;
and until we get these rights we will never cease to protest and assail the ears of
America. The battle we wage is not for ourselves alone, but for all true Americans.
It is a fight for ideals, lest this, otir commonfatherland, false to its foxmding, become
in truth the land of the Thief and the home of the Slave—a by-word and a hissing
among the nations for its soxmding pretensions and pitiful accomplishment.
"Never before in the modem age has a great and civilized folk threatened to
adopt so cowardly a creed in the treatment of its fellow-citizens, bom and bred
on its soil. Stripped of verbiage and subterfuge and in its naked nastiness, the
new American creed says: fear to let black men even try to rise lest they become
the equals of the white. And this is the land that professes to follow Jesus Christ.
The blasphemy of such a course is only matched by its cowardice.
"In detail our demands are clear and unequivocal. First, we would vote; with
the right to vote goes everything: freedom, manhood, the honor of your wives,
the chastity of your daughters, the right to wqrk, and the chance to rise, and let
no man listen to those who deny this.
"We want full manhood suffrage, and we want it now, henceforth and forever.
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"Second. We want discrimination in public accommodation to cease. Separa
tion in railway and street cars, based simply on race and color, is im-American,
undemocratic, and silly. We protest against all such discrimination.
"Third. We claim the right of freemen to walk, talk, and be with them that wish
to be with us. No man has a right to choose another man's friends, and to attempt
to do so is an impudent interference with the mosfrfundamental human privilege.
"Fourth. We want the laws enforced against rich as well as poor; against Cap
italist as well as Laborer; against white as well as black. We are not more lawless
than the white race, we are more often arrested, convicted and mobbed. We
want justice even for criminals and outlaws. We want the Constitution of the
coimtry enforced. We want Congress to take charge of the Congressional elec
tions. We want the Fourteenth Amendment carried out to the letter and every
State disfranchised in Congress which attempts to disfranchise its rightful vot
ers. We want the Fifteenth Amendment enforced and no State allowed to base
its franchise simply on color.
"The failure of the Republican Party in Congress at the session just closed to
redeem its pledge of 1904 with reference to suffrage conditions at the South
seems a plain, deliberate, and premeditated breach of promise, and stamps that
party as guilty of obtaining votes under false pretense.
"Fifth. We want our children educated. The school system in the country dis
tricts of the South is a disgrace and in few towns and cities are the Negro schools
what they ought to be. We want the national government to step in and wipe out
illiteracy in the South. Either the United States will destroy ignorance, or igno
rance will destroy the United States.
"And when we call for education, we mean real education. We believe in work.
We ourselves are workers, but work is not necessarily education. Education is the
development of power and ideal. We want our children trained as intelligent
human beings should be, and we will fight for all time against any proposal to
educate black boys and girls simply as servants and underlings, or simply for the
use of other people. They have a right to know, to think, to aspire.
"These are some of the chief things which we want. How shall we get them?
By voting where we may vote; by persistent, unceasing agitation; by hammer
ing at the truth; by sacrifice and work.
"We do not believe in violence, neither in the despised violence of the raid nor
the lauded violence of the soldier, nor the barbarous violence of the mob; but we
do believe in John Brown, in that incarnate spirit of justice, that hatred of a lie,
that willingness to sacrifice money, reputation, and life itself on the altar of right.
And here on the scene of John Brown's martyrdom, we reconsecrate ourselves,
our honor, our property to the final emancipation of the race which John Brown
died to make free."
Meantime, I refused to give up the idea that a critical periodical for the
American Negro might be founded. I had started in Memphis with the help of
two graduates of Atlanta University the little printing shop that I have already
mentioned, and from this was published weekly a paper called The Moon begin
ning in 1906. The Moon was in some sort precursor of The Crisis. It was pub
lished for a year in Memphis and then the printing office given up and in 1907
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in conjunction with two friends in Washington there was issued a miniature
monthly called the Horizon. The Horizon was published from 1907 to 1910, and
in the fall of 1910 The Crisis was born.
Gradually I began to realize that the difficulty about support for my work in
Atlanta University was personal; that on account of my attitude toward Mr.
Washington I had become persona non grata to powerful interests, and that
Atlanta University would not be able to get support for its general work or for
its study of the Negro problem so long as I remained at the institution. No one
ever said this to me openly, but I sensed it in the worries which encompassed
the new young President Ware who had succeeded Dr. Bumstead. I began to
realize that I would better look out for work elsewhere.
About this time an offer came from the city of Washington. The merging of
the white and colored school systems into one, had thrown colored folk into
uproar lest their control of their own schools be eliminated. The new and rather
eccentric W. C. Chancellor, siiperintendent of schools, wanted an assistant super
intendent to put in charge of the Negro schools. To my great surprise he offered
the position to me, while I was on a chance visit to the city. I asked for time to
consider it. My reaction was to refuse even though the salary was twice what 1
was getting; for I doubted my fitness for such a job; but when1 thought the mat
ter over further and my position of Atlanta University, I began to wonder if
I should not accept.
I was not called upon to decide, for forces started moving in Washington. The
Tuskegee Machine was definitely against me and local interests in the Negro
group were opposed. A prominent colored official took the matter straight to
President Theodore Roosevelt and etaphasized the "danger" of my appointment.
He never forgot the "danger" of my personality as later events proved. The offer
was never actually withdrawn, but it was not pressed, and I finally realized that
it probably would not have gone through even if I had indicated my acceptance.
Still my eventual withdrawal from Atlanta University seemed wise. Yoimg
President Ware had received almost categorical promise that under certain cir
cumstances increased contributions from the General Education Board and
other sources might be expected, which would make the University secure, and
perhaps even permit the continuance of my studies. I was sure that I was at least
one of these "circumstances," and so my work in Atlanta and my dream of the
settlement of the Negro problem by science faded. I began to be acutely con
scious of the difficulty which my attitudes and beliefs were making for Atlanta
University.
My career as a scientist was to be swallowed up in my role as master of prop
aganda. This was not wholly to my liking. I was no natural leader of men.
I could not slap people on the back and make friends of strangers. I could not eas
ily break down an inherited reserve; or at all times curb a biting, critical tongue.
Nevertheless, having put my hand to the plow, I had to go on. The Niagara
Movement with less momentum met in Boston in 1907 and in Oberlin in 1908.
It began to suffer internal strain from the dynamic personality of Trotter and
my inexperience with organizations. Finally it practically became merged with
a new and enveloping organization.
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This started with a lynching 100 years after the birth of Abraham Lincoln, in
his-birthplace. William English Walling dramatized the gruesome happening
and a group of liberals formed a committee in New York, which I was invited to
join. A confefence was held in 1909. After the fconferfince, a new organization,
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, was formed,
which without formal merger absorbed-practically the whole membership of
the Niagara Movement, save Trotter, who distrusted our white allies and their
objects. With some hesitation I was asked to come as Director of Publications
and Research, with the idea that my research work was to go on and with the
further idea that my activities would be so held in check that the Association
would not develop as an organ of attack upon Tuskegee—a difficult order;
because hbw, in 1910, could one discuss the Negro problem and not touch upon
Booker T. Washington and Tuskegee? But after all, as I interpreted the matter, it
was a question of temperament and maimer rather than of subject.
Here was an opportunity to enter the lists in a desperate fight aimed straight
at the real difficulty: the question as to how far educated Negro opinion in the
United States was going to have the right and opportunity to guide the Negro
group. I did not hesitate because I could not. It was the voice without reply, and
I went to New York.
One may consider these personal equations and this clash of ideologies as
biographical or sociological; as a matter of the actions and thdughts of certain
men, or as a development of larger social forces beyond personal control. I-suppose the latter aspect is the truer. My thoughts, the thoughts of Washington,
Trotter and others, were the expression of social forces more than of our own
minds. These forces or ideologies embraced more than our reasoned acts. They
included physical, biological and psychological forces; habits, conventions and
enactments. Opposed to these came natural reaction: the physical recoil of the
victims, the unconscious and irrational urges, as well as reasoned complaints
and acts. The total result was the history of our day. That history may be epito
mized in one word—^Empire; the domination of white Europe over black Africa
and yellow Asia, through political power built on the economic control of labor,
income and ideas. The echo of this industrial imperialism in America was the
expulsion of black men from American democracy, their subjection to caste con
trol and wage slavery. This ideology was triumphant in 1910.

